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CRANE MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE ASSISTANCE:
REDUCE DOWNTIME WITH LOOTAH LEMMENS
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Construction / Industrial projects and overhead cranes go hand in hand. These systems 
contribute to the uninterrupted functioning of your business operations and lead to 
optimal output. Although overhead cranes and hoists have a pivotal role, sometimes, due 
to excessive usage and abuse, they can malfunction. 

The result?

A failure of any part of a crane or a breakdown will eventually lead to downtime and 
reduced productivity, production loss which can be damaging to your company’s repo and 
goodwill. 
  
The solution?

The good news is that you can avoid these repercussions by opting for regular inspection 
and maintenance of your crane and hoist systems. Several positive outcomes can result 
from servicing crane systems, and it also guarantees optimal functionality by reducing the 
overall downtime at your project site. 
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Factors Affecting the Crane and Hoist Systems

Now, let’s quickly overview various factors that can cause your crane and hoist systems to 
lose functionality and damage. 

• Improper use of the crane and hoist systems by unskilled operators can lead to faulty 
machinery 

• The environment also plays a significant role in the smooth functioning of a crane and 
significantly impacts its lifespan.  

• For example, the operation of a crane can be affected by humid and damp weather 
conditions causing corrosion of steel parts & damage of electrical components. 

• Dust can also cause the crane’s electrical and electronic components to malfunction 
in scorching and dry environments. Besides, dust can also get into the components like 
current collectors on powerlines and hinder their performance 

• In some plants where crane and hoist systems are used, there are corrosive gases and 
fumes in the environment that are produced as a byproduct of a chemical process. 
These have a significantly negative impact on the machinery and its parts.

It is obviously impossible to control the environmental conditions entirely, so what you 
can do best is perform routine inspections and ensure that the machinery is working safely 
and efficiently to produce optimum output.
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Identifying Issues with Cranes and Hoist systems

As mentioned above, you must closely check your crane and hoist systems to avoid 
unexpected situations. For daily inspections, you need to have a “Daily Inspection 
Checklist” that will surely assist you in locating any problems that may be occurring with 
your overhead crane system. Here are a few things you must consider to identify issues in 
time: 

• Firstly, look at the “electrical cables” as they are the most crucial component. See if 
they look damaged in any way or have connectivity issues.

• Next, you should minutely examine the rope of the hoist system. It should not be 
twisted, kinked or any strands of wire should not come out of the rope. Otherwise, 
it could lead to a hazardous situation & cause wire rope to break during lifting 
operation.

• Control devices, overload protection devices, limit switches etc are important in 
maintaining a safe work environment at your work site. Make sure all these devices 
are fully functional and operating as they should be

• Also, check the wear and tear of the wheels of the crane, bearings, flanges etc 
• Take notes on the alignment of rails or skewness issues that your crane and hoist 

systems may develop over time.
• Bent or damaged hooks & safety latch can lead to numerous accidents. Keeping a 

check on them should be an essential part of the daily inspection.

In this way, you can contribute to ensuring that the crane and hoist systems are safe to 
use and comply with the rules and regulations. This will not only prevent a potential 
breakdown from occurring, but it will also cut the overall costs incurred by your company 
due to downtime caused by a damaged crane system. 
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The Hidden Cost of Cutting Back on
Crane and Hoist Inspections 

In several businesses, there is an expected slowdown, usually once or twice a year. It 
can be due to several reasons, but how the business owners cope with it is not quite 
recommended. Most of the time, the overhead expenses are cut down by neglecting the 
routine servicing and maintenance of the machinery to maintain the company’s profit. 

Initially, it may sound like a great idea, but it actually is not. There are numerous hidden 
costs that you may need to bear as a result of cutting back on crane and hoist inspections, 
such as an unplanned downtime resulting in a massive outflow of funds. The unscheduled 
breakdowns can also harm the workers nearby. Moreover, ignoring the regular crane 
inspections will wear out your machinery, ultimately costing you a lot more than what the 
servicing and maintenance would cost you. 

So even though it may sound like an extra overhead cost to appoint a well-trained and 
professional machinery inspector to service and repair your crane and hoist system, it will 
save you from the unexpected expense resulting from a mishap.
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Importance of Crane Maintenance and Servicing

Maintenance of the crane and hoist systems to ensure compliance
 
There is a set of criteria & regulations established by the industry that a crane owner must 
need to satisfy. Otherwise, your place of business could be sealed, and you can’t continue 
using your machinery.

Not only this, but it can further lead to legal issues that you may have to deal with. Hence 
it is best to hire a professional team with proper certification & expertise like Lootah 
Lemmens for the servicing and upkeep of your machinery. 

Ensuring the safety of the workforce 

Employee safety should be the top priority of any business. If the workplace is dangerous, 
no employee would be able to focus entirely on their tasks; instead, they would always be 
in a “survival mode.” 

To avoid such situations, crane and hoist maintenance is vital for safeguarding your 
employees. It will save them from unanticipated accidents at the workplace and help 
them continue functioning normally and uninterruptedly throughout the day there by 
increasing their productivity .

Increase the useful life of crane and hoist systems 

Another reason why maintenance of crane systems is so essential is that it minimizes the 
wear and tear of equipment and prolongs its useful life. That, in turn, leads to reduced 
overhead costs. 
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Steps to Minimize Downtime - Best Practices 

Maintenance of Crane and hoist systems is necessary to reduce downtime. Usually, when a 
piece of machinery is not working at its best, the business stops for a while, which further 
leads to monetary losses. Regular maintenance of the crane systems can significantly 
reduce the downtime of any business. 

Here we have rounded up some of the best practices you can implement today to improve 
the efficiency and overall output of your overhead crane system…

Maintenance of crane and hoist systems regularly 

Cranes need to be checked at fixed, regular intervals as part of their maintenance and 
servicing, which crucially includes lubrication and adjustments of the components. So it is 
best to create a long-term maintenance contract for hoists and cranes with the best crane 
and hoist maintenance company as a preventive measure. 

Preventive care to avoid accidents 

Some people may be unaware of this, but regular maintenance and servicing differ from 
preventive care. 

Preventive care requires a team of professionals to ensure that the crane is functioning 
optimally and will not run into accidents in the near future. It also ensures that your work 
continues smoothly without any equipment failure. 

Consider manufacturer’s guide 

If your crane and hoist systems run into a problem, you must not try to fix it your way. 
Instead, ask the maintenance team to have a look at the manufacturer’s guide and 
continue with the procedure to inspect, maintain, and repair the cranes. 

Record all the procedures done 

Ensure that all crane maintenance procedures, observations, repairs, and inspections 
are recorded in a crane logbook or an electronic system. This way, the crane owners can 
analyze the submitted data and know when the crane and hoist machines need next 
maintenance and servicing.
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Minimize Downtime with Lootah Lemmens

Knowing how beneficial it is to maintain and service your crane and hoist systems 
regularly, it is time for us to look into how Lootah Lemmens can precisely help you with 
your overhead crane maintenance needs:

Lootah Lemmens primarily focuses on servicing, repairing, and maintaining 
your crane and hoist systems.

We’re available to take your maintenance requests 24/7, which keeps your 
business going efficiently.

The new and existing crane and hoist systems will be inspected and certified 
by the specialized staff.

In addition, we also provide preventive maintenance & breakdown assistance 
to reduce downtime and accidents.

All the frequently used spare parts for hoist or crane systems are readily 
available in our stock.

We also assist in certified 3rd party load testing , crane modification jobs, 
relocation activities & any other service requirements related to cranes.
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Quick Roundup

In conclusion, it has become imperative that the maintenance and servicing of cranes and 
other hoist systems ensure the proper functioning of the equipment as intended. With 
these simple steps, you can easily keep track of your crane and hoist systems maintenance 
schedule and stay ahead of the competition both in terms of worker’s safety and 
production. 

At Lootah Lemmens, we aim to be a problem solver and provide fast and top-notch 
maintenance services to crane owners.

Have questions or need a consultation?

Drop a message Now… 
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Lootah Lemmens Crane Systems is a 
leading crane system manufacturing 
company in the UAE. We create 
tailor made and standard hoisting 
equipment.
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